Volney Brent Allen
a.k.a. Brent Allen
427 Ky. Rt. 680 West
Eastern, Ky. 41622
December 14, 2021
Kentucky Public Service Commission
211 Sower Boulevard
P.O. Box 615
Frankfort, KY 40602-0615
Attention: Linda C. Bridewell
Executive Director
Fax: 502-564-3460
Re: Intervention in Case No. 2021-00346
Dear Ms. Bridewell:
Thank you for ruling on my behalf, that I have a special interest which,
is not otherwise adequately represented in this proceeding. Your order
was entered on December 7, 2021.
As I have previously stated, I am a disabled person, living on a small
farm in direct line of proposed transmission lines by Kentucky Electric
Power. You have received numerous documents from me validating
the irreparable damage to my family’s health and the devastation
which would occur. Pictures of (2) ponds are in the direct path of
proposed transmission lines and excavation into a 95 acre water shed
feeding them.
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Kentucky Electric Power has “mislead” your commission in stating I
don’t have a special interest, even though I have documented
correspondence from them stating that I do. I am in the process of
filing an official Kentucky Bar complaint, of an attorney lying in a civil
proceeding to the commission. Kentucky Electric Power has asked
your commission to give them “Confidential Treatment” for their route
of transmission lines. K.P.S.C. ordered, KEP, this right. Why would they
ask your commission to grant this, even though they have made public,
the direction of transmission lines and property affected? What are
they trying to hide if the landowners names, dates, amount paid prior
to the K.P.S.C. entering an order? …. “RUBBER STAMP” by the K.P.S.C.!
Kentucky Electric Power submitted pictures and data, from a firm
contracted by them to do a “BAT STUDY”, of the endangered species,
namely the “Indiana Bat”. Their documents show this study was miles
away from my farm. In any legal proceeding, a commission does not
take one expert witness; an independent company is always appointed
to give an unbiased opinion. I request your intervention in this matter!
In conclusion: You have received documentation from me which clearly
illustrates, Kentucky Electric Power has their interests at heart and not
the environment or my family’s health. The pictures you received,
showing my ponds, and endangered species and historical artifact
speak clearly for themselves, not me misleading the Kentucky Public
Service Commission!
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Sincerely

Volney Brent Allen aka Brent Allen
Cc:
American Disability Act / Civil Rights Division / Disability Rights
Kentucky Attorney General Office, (Office of Civil and Environmental
Law (KRS) 15.255
United States Environment Protection Agency
Wall Street Journal
Lexington Herald Leader; editor
Greenpeace
CBS 60 Minutes; editor
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